Star Wars-Universe Meeting: Keith De’Winter, speaking with an actor and
creature performer
Winter is coming

Hi guys,
Today is a special day! Star Wars Universe is very happy to offer you an interview with Keith
De’Winter an English actor and creature performer who played in Star Wars VII and VIII. I propose to
you to discover who he is and his amazing job as creature performer! But I have talked too much,
show time !

1. First question, maybe the simplest: can you introduce yourself and tell us about your
background?
I’m Keith De’Winter, I’m an Actor and a Creature Performer. Before Star
Wars came along I was a character actor and costumed character actor.
I did a lot of work in theatre and I was a regular Panto Dame, (that’s
Pantomime Dame for the uninitiated : traditional role from English
theatre ), of many years standing, something of which I still do now. I’ve
been involved in a number of low budget feature films, as a comedy
actor and also had done some character work/motion capture for an
animation film.

2. How did you get to play in a Star Wars movie?
Back in 2013 I was performing in a touring show in Saudi Arabia called, ‘Barney and Friends Live!’ I
played a costumed character called BJ, a very loveable dinosaur, in an all singing/dancing show
revolving around Barney the Dinosaur. This performance relied greatly on mime techniques as we
would act along to a voice over track and perform as if we were actually speaking. Our mouths
weren’t puppeteered independently, so this required more body language in how we moved to
interpret what was being said…it didn’t help that once in the costume you couldn’t see much, so
rehearsals were choreograph down to the last detail. The choreographer on this show had worked on
many shows/films playing various creatures, but he was more known for his work on Dr Who. A big
compliment came from him when he thought I’d also worked on Dr Who, and he was surprised I
hadn’t.
After the tour ended I got a call from my agent telling me that a film that was about to go into
Production had an interest in seeing me for a casting. Due to the secrecy she couldn’t tell me what it
was, but as I knew where it was being filmed, there was only one big film about to start.
Like most castings that come up, I just resigned myself to it never actually happening…the more I
thought about it, the more I thought it would NEVER happen! During the course of the few months
that followed I kept getting told by my agent that the casting department were still interested in seeing
me, but were still seeing other actors of different heights. When the call finally came to travel to
Pinewood Studios I was gobsmacked, and all I could think about was what on earth this casting would
involve. I remember sitting in the reception of LucasFilm looking at all these movie posters covering
the walls - all Star Wars posters – that in itself was a thrill. So you can imagine the thoughts going
through my head at this point, especially when I heard a familiar voice. I looked up and there was
Simon Pegg walking out through the door…Simon Pegg (he is Unkar Plutt in star wars, and he
played in Star Trek or Ready Player One)! This was very surreal already! I was then greeted by
Brian from this Production, (this being the very talented Brian Herring, who puppeteered BB-8 in the
films), and he took me over to the Creature department for a head casting…(where they literally cover
you in silicone/plaster and take a mould of your head)…while this was going on I kept thinking; “I
wonder what this audition was going to consist of?”
The next step was to meet Concept Designer/Sculptor, Luke Fisher, and he chatted to me about a
particular character he’d designed for this “film”, and although I wasn’t told what the film was, it was
obvious by the surroundings that this was what I’d thought all along. It was then onto wardrobe…all
the time I’m still wondering what they would want me to do in the audition…Once all this was done it
was time to meet the head of the Creature Department, Neil Scanlan (known for his work on
creature and special effects in star wars of course but also Promotheus and Jurrassic World,
among others). Now I’d never met him but I knew of his Oscar winning work. Waiting for the lift to
take us upstairs I was then greeted with the phrase, ‘Welcome to Star Wars!’…even then said in a
quiet voice! My shocked response was; “Am I to play the character I’d just seen?” …I then found out I
got recommended for the role by the Creature Co-ordinator of the film, Paul Kasey, who was the
choreographer on the ‘Barney and Friends Live!’ show that I met him on. My heartfelt thanks go out to
him always.

3. What was the role you played in Star Wars that had the most impact on you, and why?
My first role in, ‘Star Wars: The Force Awakens’, playing resistance technician Goss Toowers, will
always have a special place in my heart. This after all was my first introduction to becoming a part of
the many Star Wars family of performers.

4. Have you been consulted by the creatures’ designers? Both on the visual point and on
improving the costume to make it easier to handle?
Costume fittings were always paramount in making sure the costume fitted, and anything that
needed altering was done during this process. I didn’t have many problems with my costumes. The
animatronic heads were always a challenge, this being making sure they were as comfortable as
possible to wear over your head. Before the creatures head was placed over mine I wore a helmet
that I can only describe as looking like a cross between one of King Arthurs Knights and Batman! This
had a spike on the top that would enable the creature head to be fitted onto so I could carry the
weight and move the head as if it were my own. I did have a few problems at first but the creature
designers would work on the problem immediately to make sure it fitted without any discomfort.

5. How long does it take to prepare for a role: to put on the suit, make-up and so on?
The creatures I played were all animatronic heads, so I didn’t need any make up, (although some
people wish I had! Ha!) The whole process of getting ready into the costume took between 15-30
minutes, depending on which character I played. Once in costume it was a case of putting the
creature head on, that took between 10-15 minutes, again, depending on which creature head it
was.

6. What are the most complicated things about wearing one of those costumes?
Probably the most complicated thing is getting the creatures head into position, purely so I could
manoeuvre it as if it was my own head. The costume I wore as Goss Toowers was quite comfortable
to wear, as was ‘Terrib Igmusk’, the Hotel Concierge creature I play at the casino on Canto Bight.
However, the costume for the creature I play on Ahch-To Island, the ‘Caretaker’, was quite bulky and
heavy.

7. How does an actor's day go for a "creature performer"? Are there different teams of performers
taking turns to play the same creature?
A typical day in the life of a creature performer, well, it’s different for each performer, depending on
the filming schedule that day. My typical day, I would get half-dressed so that when I was required
on set I could be ready super quick. As you can appreciate, filming is always run on a tight schedule,
so, as any other performer I would be ready for any scenes I was needed for. Once on set, I would
get a short rehearsal, then it’s ‘head on’, and the filming of that particular scene begins!
The filming days are very long, and you spend a lot of time sat around waiting…but hey, that’s
showbiz!
8. In the example of Goss Toowers, who's taller than Terrib Igmusk, are there several performers
under this suit or not? In both cases, how do you manage a tall character on your own, or a single
character with two performers?
I’ve never been asked this question before, so well done for asking!

However, I am the only performer who plays ‘Goss Toowers’, ‘Terrib Igmusk’, and the ‘Caretaker’ of
Ahch-To. I’m 5’2” and I was brought on board to play these characters for a couple of reasons, one
of them being my height. All creatures can be height specific, the creatures I played were created
with my height in mind. Once the full costume is on the characters I play do look a little taller than I
am, this can also be reflected in the way I perform the character. How I play the characters
determines how they are perceived on screen, one creature could look taller or smaller than another
I play…but they’re all little me! Because my creatures were height specific, there was no need to
make them appear taller or smaller, that comes down to performance, with my job making sure the
performances are very different.

9. Which anecdote related to one of your performances in Star Wars impressed you the most?
Would you like to share it with us?
One of the many anecdotes I fondly remember was while working on The Force Awakens. This was
my first Star Wars film and playing this character who was only known as one of the ‘fuellers’. So he
got nicknamed ‘Blinky’ on set as his eyes would blink which was a cute characteristic feature and his
nose twitched. It seemed when anyone saw him they just shouted, ‘Hi Blinky!’.
Another quite funny story, regarding my costume, I wear some padding underneath my clothes to
give Goss his cute rotundness. So whilst in getting dressed and once the flesh coloured padding is
on, one being his tummy and one being his bottom, people would often catch site of it at the corner
of their eye and think it was real. The looks and gasps and laughter as they then realised the flesh
coloured bottom was not my own but a false one! That was the same reaction every day!

10. We read on your biography that you also perform for motion capture (Mocap). What are the
main differences between performing for Mocap and as creature performer?
The main differences are; with motion capture the performer is basically acting without any scenery,
and even very limited props are just used for reference if you have to hold, or walk through, or climb
over anything. This performance takes place in an empty sound stage, the costume worn is a very
flattering, (trying not to laugh!), full body suit. This has very small balls dotted all over to give the
shape of the body, and a small camera unit is attached to the head with the camera facing towards
your face. This tracks your facial expressions for the animated character you’re playing. Something
else to note, there are less crew around compared to a film set…a lot less!

Filming on a set is completely different, to a certain extent. By that, I mean some creatures are
created in the same way as a motion capture performance, if it’s required. Primarily though, the
difference is you have real sets, real actors, real locations, the list goes on.

11. Which one of the two techniques do you prefer and why?
I like them both, for different reasons. Motion capture is such a great way of using the imagination
to help you perform a character as if you’re in that envioronment. Whether it’s used for animation
or ‘live’ action, with the direction given for a scene that’s being filmed.
Filming on a set, with other actors, sets, locations, it’s a different experience all round. An actor that
has to react with a creature can give a ‘truer’ performance than if it’s something that isn’t there on
set. The same goes for playing a creature, everything I did was performed with real sets, actors,
props, so the performance is naturalistic.

12. Disney's new trilogy focuses on the return of creatures, and much less on the use of CGI. From
your point of view, does it really add something to the atmosphere of the film, or is this something
more "marketing oriented"?
This new trilogy does have more practical effects, just as the ‘original trilogy’ had, one of the reasons
I believe that JJ Abrams wanted to have creatures in ‘The Force Awakens’. I do like Cgi (special effect
use in the star wars I, II and III), but I feel it’s taken a long time to get to the point where it is now.
The use of practical effects and utilising Cgi together makes the scene more realistic, as opposed to
the scene being created with just Cgi. There aren’t many special effect films made over the last few
years where the Cgi has made the film ‘better’. I personally feel they complement each other, if used
the way they should. I don’t think there were more practical effects than Cgi effects, this is because
they’re that good together, you can’t tell!
13. Was there a difference in the atmosphere or working methods between Episode 7 and Episode
8?
There’s always something different, due to it being a new story, new sets, new characters, new
creatures, and a new Director. The only thing similar is the theme, being it’s a Star Wars film.
Working on Episode 8, was just as much fun as working on Episode 7.
14. Are you a Star Wars fan, and if yes, what is your favourite episode?
I’m such a huge Star Wars fan, I may not have lots of collectables, but I do love it! My favourite film
has to be, ‘Star Wars: The Force Awakens’, I suppose I’m a bit biased about that. After all, it was my
first time working on a Star Wars film, and I got to spend a lot of time working alongside some of the

most amazing people in the industry. I also have to say I have a soft spot for ‘Star Wars’, as it was
known back then when it first arrived in cinemas. This was the first time I’d ever seen a film that
made such an impact on me as an actor. This was a film that I knew nothing about when I went to
watch it, all I knew about it was; it was a science fiction film. Going to watch this with my friends and
then coming out playing as if we were these characters we’d just been watching. I was Han Solo,
another was Luke, one friend was Chewbacca and another friend was Leia…but he wanted to be C3P0! Imagine how I felt, when over 35yrs later I would be appearing in a new Star Wars film alongside
these very characters…gobsmacked, you could say!

15. The silence requested by Disney from its actors about Star Wars is well known. How do you
deal with this situation with your relatives? Do you still have the right to say that you play in a Star
Wars movie (without saying which role)?
There are quite a lot of films made these days that require anyone working on them to sign an ND
(Non-Disclosure) agreement. So keeping quiet about it is just what I did. It wasn’t easy, and every
single day someone, somewhere, would always mention Star Wars, especially as a new film was
being made. I remember walking in to the Lego Store where I live and before the film was released
there were some new Lego toys that came out. One of them was Poe Damerons X-Wing Fighter, and
included was a figure of a Resistance Ground Crew…and this was my as of yet, unnamed creature
that I play. So that was a blast seeing this in the store. So the keeping quiet was even harder, but
there wasn’t long to go before the film’s release in the cinemas. I didn’t tell my family until the night
we went to a screening to watch it…This was the first time I’ve sat with family and friends through
the credits and they all cheered when they saw my name…The surprise was well worth the wait!

After the film’s release I also had an action figure of my creature, this also included his name, ‘Goss
Toowers’. Not only am I in the film, I have an action and Lego figure...how cool is that!
16. I know you're not allowed to mention a future presence in some Star Wars franchise movie,
but if tomorrow you were asked to work on The Mandalorian, or another Star Wars series or
movies, would you accept?
I had such an incredible time working on Star Wars, and if I got asked again then that would be
awesome. As an actor you take each job as it comes, one minute you’re working on a Blockbuster
film, the next you’re in small theatre performing. I’ve just recently watched The Mandalorian, which
was fantastic. That would be a great series to work on…so I’m here if they want me!
17. We had the opportunity to meet at the Universtar convention in Brittany, how is the dialogue
with the fans going, because we know that some people can be extreme in their reactions?
I had a wonderful time at the Universtar Convention. This was also my first time in France, and it was
so lovely. The fans are always great to meet and chat with. Because I don’t speak French I thought it
would be me just waving and nodding my head, but I had such lovely conversations with everyone
that stopped by to say hello to me. I did have the chance to meet and become friends with, Andariel
Herve Lample, who translated for myself and my fellow Star Wars creature performer, Paul Warren
(He plays Varmick in Star Wars The Force Awaken), when it was needed. I love attending
conventions and coming to France was a great experience, one I hope to repeat again
someday…maybe even see more of this beautiful country.
Star Wars is so universal, it doesn’t matter what language you speak, every fan knows what Star
Wars, so the conversation is half done.

18. You have a magic wand: what creature (not necessarily in Star Wars) would you like to play,
and why?
That’s a toughie…because you’ve said anything then I’ll say a Gorilla or Chimpanzee, in fact, any of
the species. I love the ‘Planet of the Apes’ film series and I would love to appear in one of those, or
anything similar. I really love the original films, where the actors were made up to look like apes, and
at the time of its release these were ground-breaking make-up effects. So with the new films it’s all
about Cgi, and it’s a very physical performance. As I mentioned earlier about Mocap work, some
scenes are created in a sound stage, but a film like this requires a lot of working on location with
actual sets, and with actors, so this would be the best of both worlds!…but if they ever brought back
the same idea they had with the original films for being in make-up, then I’d really like that
challenge.

19. What is the creature or puppet (once again not necessarily in Star Wars) you love the most?
Kermit the Frog.

On a final note, I’d just like to say a big thanks for inviting me to answer some of your questions,
and I hope that what you read will make you want to know more! With the current situation that’s
affecting everyone around the World, I wish you all your readers a safe, happy and sane future.
‘May The Force Be With You’
Keith De’Winter

All good things must come to an end, so that's the end of this interview! I'd like to add a few words.
First: A really really big thanks to Keith De’Winter, who accept this interview for a French website,
nothing obliged him and he accepted with his usual enthusiasm! So THANKS YOU (I announced a big
thanks!). Thanks to Universtar Convention and Herve Lample who made this first meeting in
Britanny! And thanks to Obi and Niva from Star Wars Universe for their help to making this
interview.
Click here if you want to read this interview in its original version.

